Not an historian;
Decided to research down my Y-DNA, and that meant do my fathers line, his father, his father and so
on. I know the accuracy of my father in genealogical research, and the accuracy of my greatgrandfather used to verify the Y-DNA left testimony March 28, 1692, the concept left which is still in
acceptance to this day that the accusers did it out of sport.

It should be noted all I want to do is correct the location of Braidlie because I felt it show represent the
location of Martin Ellot who lead the Ellot Clan at the time.
It was said that he lived high (up North hyghe in Lyddall) in Liddesdale, and found his locality as such.

The grayne/grain can be as a historian Walter Elliot stated means; branch, which he was referring to as
a river.

In the above on can see the name Gilbert of Stobs and none above are Gilbert. Gilbert up until Gilbert

was of Stobs is not a Redheugh name. Then Gilbert in the line of Gilbert of Stobs becomes gentry Sir
Gilbert of Stobs.

In the grain of Martin Ellot of Braidley on finds; Gowan Ellot (Gavin Ellot the clerk, means tutored,
and likely the Gavin Ellot of Stobs), Hobbe Ellot his brother (Hobbe-Robert), Arche (Archibald Ellot)
his brother, since it has be know that Dand of the Brandley (Andrew of Braidlie) is not the son of
Martin Ellot it is likely that Andrew is a brother also.

Arche Kene; Archibald Ellot who is keen/wise as shown;

In 1541 you see and Archibald Elwald (Ellot) of Gorrenberry, and a Andrew (Dand Ellot) Elwald of
Braidley. It is felt at this time there was a son of Patrick Hepburn, (Boswell), where they were of

Boswell near Glasgow, and used an highlander name for what became Braidliehope/Braidlieburn.
MacPatrickhope which meant “the son of Boswell (Patrick Hepburn) valley.
Catlie is a type of straw grass, and Dunley, Old and New are at the top of hills in which a fort would be
placed. Braidlie is Broadlee which means wide on the lee (eastside). Sundhope means Soundhope,
“valley of sound”. These areas in RB Armstrong's book are listed as foresta, which means they have
trees, and given wind in “the valley of sound” you would have sound.

Land has a tendency to go through changes. The area above shows what I felt would likely be listed as
Braidlie have foundations, which are indicated as covered by alluvial/erosive aggregate/soil, in an area
of green which is felt to have supported trees the pass.
The people who lived in these patches of trees, foresta, or elwald where like hunter/Hunter, or
forester/Forester where elwald/Elwald.

It is felt that the group may have stemmed for followers of King/St Elwald whos bones are at Hexam
Abbey, where the Fairbairn where followers of King Fairbairn, both of Scandinavian-Danish-German
nature coming up through Northumbria, near York.
The Fairbairn and others which where of the army which was a strand along the Liddel Water, began
after the creation of Scotland by Robert de Bruce, following Alexandir Armystrand, of Mangerton,
which a cross, on a bank, near a mill referred to as such the Milnholm Cross. The shield at the top
makes it appear like a sword was added near the end of the nineteenth century. The letters IHS are
found on this christian cross along with AA Alexandir Armystrand initials are the initials, MA and feel
he may have had his wife Maggie Armystrand buried with him.
The people of the elwald/St-king Elwald, are felt to be soldiers of a guardhouse the Armytage
(Hermitage). It is felt there were Nycson (son of Santa Claus) in the region, one had a father of the
name Sundhopis, meaning of Sundhop, where the people of the elwald lived also.

Shows Walter Scot of Edschaw (edge of the trees), and Ker of Cesfurd, Primsyde louch (the prime side

of a lake), Gladstannis to pass land onto Robert Elwald that of Redheugh/Lariston and other land,
witnesses included Crosar (Crozier), Grame (Graham), Forster (Forester). Armstrong land of
Mangerton of the stewardship of Buccleuch, and Braidlie, Sundhope of the Barony of Cavers, William
Douglas a brother to Archibald “Bell the Cat” Douglas who was passing his land onto his loyal family
squire Robert Elwald.

Martin of Braidlie is across from Gorrenberry between the Hermitage and Gorrenberry.

At the time 1518 there were two gangs. One of the Robert of Redheugh; the Redheugh Gang, and the
other of William of Gorrenberry, of the grain of Martin of Braidley which lived in Wm Douglas of the
Barony of Cavers.

Above it can be seen that William, Robert, Gavin and Archibald, it is felt that Andrew (Dand) who it
was said Buccleuch hide in Baillillie was likely dead by the time of the trial 1565.
William was head of the Horseleyhill family by the first wife, and Gavin was was head of the family of
the second wife married to the sister of the judge above. The Scot above where in the prosecution, and
the Douglas are trying to defend the Horseleyhill family. It should be noted that in the above Robert
Ellot who was not the head of the Horseleyhill family and mother not related to Buccleuch was
beheaded 'Fylit-Decollat'. It is also best to my recollect for judge Buccleuch to show no bias James
Scot son of Walter Scot of Hassendeen was also executed. This by some was said to be a Ellot/Scot
feud as one can see it was not divided between Scot-Ellot lines.
It is felt that the Redheugh Gang went along with Buccleuch, and the Gorrenberry Gang rode against
him.
For the “Cowie of Gorrenberry”, as above you can see my family does not believe in witches. “The
Cowie of Gorrenberry” existed. He was Andrew (Dand) of Baillillie, who was hid away up north by the
Buccleuch family a fugitive which was said to be involved in the slaughter of Hugh Douglas. Who
went do to Gorrenberry to visit his younger brother Arche Kene (Archibald Ellot), and his second son
Clementis Hob, Robert Elwode (Elwald/Ellot) Clement Crosar (Crozier) of Stobs, sister's son. In other
words Clementis (Clement's-Clem) nephew, which he adopted because fugitive Andrew (Dand) Ellot
could not take care of second son.

Have a problem being related to Gilbert of born of Redheugh, but felt to be the biological son of Gavin
Ellot and Jean Scot first wife of Robert of Redheugh and second wife of the biological father Gavin of
Baillillie and Stobs, of the Horseleyhill line.

It is felt that Gilbert is utilizing the seal of Redheugh/Stobs yet is of Horseleyhill. Since Gilbert was
not the first son of Redheugh; Gilbert needed tutoring by the literate Horseleyhill family, and felt to
receive tutoring from William Ellot head of the family. Even then was lucky as one can see above had a
difficult time spelling his name, unlike the abilities of Gavin the clerk, or Archie Keen (the wise) which
were from a self tutoring family.
The symbol is that of what they the elwald/Elwald were referred to on occasion especially those of
Redheugh of being elwand/Elwand, where and elwand is a wand (rod), and standardized Edinburgh ell
in length. One referred to as an elwandis (elwand's) means one belonging to the elwand, which means
one based on measurement.
Having worked as an mining engineer and an instructed or math, chemistry, physics and Formula
Translation (FORTRAN), computer language, am one of measurement, and teaching in an environment
of Navajo second language learners of English, have gained a knowledge of linguistics, and the ability
to group language, with topography. Also able to interpret surname origins and migrations, with
distribution maps.
Degree in mining engineering is from the University of Utah, which has because of the beliefs of the
Later Day Saints, of offering their faith after death to their ancestors, provide the world in Salt Lake
City, Utah what would be consider the finest genealogical library in the world.

Doing my research noted that someone was named Champernowne instead of Gilbert, and the Ulster
Ellot in the 1630 muster except Londondary did not use the name Gilbert.
Gilbert not being utilized by Redheugh accept for first appearance was indicative of an aristocratic
bastard being place as clan chief by relation to the Buccleuch family.

It should be noted that the William of Horseleyhill sheild has the stag head on it plus the affiliation with
the Caver's (Douglas) family.

The Ker of Ferniehirst have a crest similar to that of William of Horseliehill.
The Y-DNA which I carry is similar to the Kerr;

It is felt that Martin would instead of Ellot would allow reference to his name unlike the English
Cumbria Ellwood as Elwood. Clan Elwood have the crest;

As on can see the crest represents the description of the crest of William of Horseleyhill.

Noted that Braidley given the importance to the history of The Elliot Clan, Martin Elliot acting as chief
was misplaced on the map. Was informed it by the web administrator that it would be difficult to
change an relocate, so created a website myself and called it elwald.com to relocate Braidley to it's
proper location between the Hermitage Castle and Gorrenberry.
In the process of working on it found out there is a planned wind farm to be placed on The Hill;
Hermitage Hill by Infinis.
Then found out that the husband to the clan chief;

The married name of The Chief of the Elliot Clan is now Wilkins after Christopher Powell Wilkins.
Given;

Found out that he has an MI6 links and has the links to the ability to spy on me and even read this
writing. It should be said, I sure hopes he reads it.

He also has strong links to a Ker;

The Duke of Roxburghe, a Ker, had assistance from NBW whose director is of Redheugh.

Solution; It should be noted in 1541 the Croser (Crosier even Clemy of Stobs uncle to Hob Elwald), the
Armstrong, and the Elwald (Ellot/Elliot), brought nine Hunters into Hunthill south of Fernihirst Castle
of the Ker. It is felt we need new blood to help solve the above.
His predecessor, had a difficulty helping me solve this problem so it is basically helpful to have him
take a proper place.
1. Keith Elliot Hunter has been able to trace the beginnings of the Elliot name from a
Briton/Breton point of view. Finding that the early name of Elliot was introduce elsewhere
besides Liddesdale. He and the community he is from Hawick have been able to make
corrections in my work. New in UK research, so was lost in an historical manner, but have
strong research experience to be able to follow the father's line further back in line, and the use
of surname distribution and process. Keith Elliot Hunter has been a valued individual to his
community of Hawick, which really is strong in knowledge of most communities and does not
like me want wind turbines on Hermitage Hill.
2. Arthur Eliott father of today's clan chief and grandfather to the future clan chief, has done
research way beyond it's time on the Elliot Clan. So major points is that he felt the only possible
development, of the name is likely of the christian name Elwald, and through Northumbria,
though he felt that at the time 1986 enough information has not been developed. He felt that the
St Germain (Breton/Briton) Elliott where of a different group, and those Elliott outside the UK
were most likely of Scottish origins. He brings forth the concept that the families are of the

borders and maybe we should reach across the broader like we did for the Hunter in 1541.
3. Hawick has an archeological and a Graham, family from the English side is quite well involve
and it is felt should be contacted. Though I know there has been some conflict with the Duke of
Northumberland, it is felt he also is opposed to wind farms and would feel insulted if you did
not ask him for his assistance on repelling this wind farm off the Hermitage Castle.
Sincerely,
Mark Elliott

